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NPN	
  at	
  a	
  Glance	
  
NPN provides advanced, web-based software applications and
services to third-party or independent medical billers
Building on the knowledge and relationship between a medical provider
and biller and leveraging the power of “Cloud Computing” we can
simplify the complex process of medical record keeping, coding,
billing, collection and ordering to improve a medical provider’s
efficiency and financial results. We are passionate about offering the
highest quality technology and services to independent medical
billers who share our commitment to quality service.
Provider Net EHR Version 11.0 is a CCHIT Certified 2011 Ambulatory
EHR with a Five Star Usability Rating and ONC-ATCB certified as well
as given Surescripts® Gold Solution Provider status. Provider Net
PM has also been readily adopted in the medical billing community.
Our applications are fully integrated and HIPPA compliant and
available through the internet with a monthly subscription and are
also available in a mobile device format.

For	
  Medical	
  Providers	
  
Seeking	
  to:	
  
Improve front desk efficiency
NPN offers real-time, electronic health insurance eligibility verification,
authorizations and coverage details.
Easy-to-use medical office electronic appointment scheduler

Simplify and lower technology costs and complexity
NPN’s applications are continuously updated to reflect changing payer
rules and other enhancements with no disruption.
Medical offices do not need expensive hardware, just an internet
connection and common browsers.
Works with standard or touch screen desktops, notebooks, tablets and
mobile devices.
Information is backed, secure and is always accessible through HIPPA
compliant connections.

For	
  Medical	
  Providers	
  
Seeking	
  to:	
  
Improve collections and cashflow
Integrated electronic information reduces billing errors.
Customized electronic superbills can be created and submitted with a
few clicks.
All claims are checked for accuracy before submission.
Claim status is available online in real time.
Manage denial appeals efficiently with easy access to all documents
stored electronically.
Be compensated fairly and bill accurately
Accurate billing increases revenues, cash flow, reduces denials and
increases patient satisfaction.

For	
  Medical	
  Providers	
  
Seeking	
  to:	
  
Be positioned for the future of EHR and “cloud computing”
Web-based applications offer many advantages
NPN’s application allows providers to create, scan and import
documents and images of many file types which are easy to store,
secure and retrieve.

Go paperless
NPN can customize electronic versions of patient encounter forms
including superbills in use by a provider.
This eliminates the need for faxing, scanning, filing and the data entry
errors that inevitably result from paper processing.
If paper or dictated information is preferred such records are stored
electronically in the patient record for easy access.

For	
  Medical	
  Providers	
  
Seeking	
  to:	
  
View information about the practice
NPN’s applications can produce tables and graphic displays of critical
financial and operating performance data
Cash flow can be accurately projected and maximized.

Improve communication between providers, assistants, billers and
management
NPN’s systems allow easy creation, viewing and retrieval of information
as well as messaging between parties
Medical office staff have different levels of authority and access
Participants can work remotely: from another location or home as if
they were at the next desk or office
Outsourced medical billing and collection activity can be made much
more efficient and accurate reducing its cost

